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By combining the high-dielectric copper phthalocyanine oligomer~PolyCuPc! and conductive
polyanline ~PANI! within polyurethane ~PU! matrix an all-organic three-component
dielectric-percolative composite with high dielectric constant is demonstrated. In this
three-component composite system, the high-dielectric-constant PolyCuPc particulates enhance the
dielectric constant of the PU matrix and this combined two-component dielectric matrix in turn
serves as the high-dielectric-constant host for the PANI to realize percolative phenomenon and
further enhance the dielectric response. As a result, an electromechanical strain of 9.3% and elastic
energy density of 0.4 J/cm3 under an electric field of 20 V/mm can be induced. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1757632#

Electroactive polymers~EAPs! are capable of converting
energy in the form of electric charge and voltage to mechani-
cal force and movement and vice versa. In recent years, sev-
eral electroactive polymer actuator materials, whose re-
sponses are controlled by external electric fields, have
generated considerable interest.1–4 However, one severe
drawback of these EAPs is the very high operation electric
field ~.100 V/mm! required to generate a high strain with
elastic energy density much higher than those in the current
available piezoelectric materials~elastic energy density.0.1
J/cm3).5,6 As has been pointed out in earlier publications,7,8

one fundamental cause for such high fields is the low dielec-
tric constant of these EAPs. From the energy conservation,
the elastic energy density generated in an electroactive poly-
mer cannot exceed the input electric energy density, which is
Ke0E2/2 for a linear dielectric, whereK is the dielectric
constant,e058.85310212 F/m, andE is the applied field.
This simple fact points out the importance of raising the
dielectric constant of the EAPs to achieve high electrome-
chanical response with low applied fields.

Recently high dielectric and electromechanical re-
sponses have been demonstrated in two-component compos-
ite actuator materials.7–9 Especially, a two-component perco-
lative composite, fabricated by a combination of conductive
polymer particulates@polyaniline ~PANI!# within the relaxor
ferroelectric polymer matrix, raises the dielectric constant
~.1000! substantially higher than the polymer matrix
~;50!.8,10,11In composites of conductive fillers embedded in
an insulation matrix, the variation of the dielectric constant
of the composite with the concentrationf of the conductive
filler has been predicted to follow a critical behavior,12,13

Kc5KmS f c2 f

f D 2q

, ~1!

where Km is the dielectric constant of the matrix,q is a
critical exponent, andf c is the percolation threshold for the
conduction. As shown in Eq.~1!, a high matrix dielectric
constantKm is a necessary condition to achieve very high
dielectric constant for the percolative composites even when
the conductive filler concentrationf is not very close tof c .
For example, for the two-component percolative composites
previously investigated, the P~VDF-TrFE-CTFE! terpolymer
was used as the polymer matrix, which possesses a relatively
high room-temperature dielectric constant~;50!.8 Unfortu-
nately, most of the conventional dielectric polymers and
elastomers have a low dielectric constant~,10!. This means
that if they are used as the matrix, the volume fraction of the
conductive polymer must be very close to the percolation
threshold,f c , in order to reach the high dielectric constant.
However, asf approachesf c , the composites will become
very sensitive to the composition variation and the
breakdown field will also become low, both of which are not
desirable for the electromechanical applications of the
composites.

To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a different
strategy to raise the dielectric constant of the polymer ma-
trix. A two-component dielectric composite is used as the
matrix for the percolative composite, which consists of the
PolyCuPc oligomer~dielectric constantK.106) guest em-
bedded in a polymer matrix host.14 The resulting three-
component composites with the conductive polymer fillers in
the dielectric composite host can be driven with a relatively
high breakdown field~.20 V/mm!, and exhibit significantly
enhanced dielectric and electromechanical responses. The
advantage of this approach is the matrix in the two-
component dielectric composite can be chosen from a wide
range of polymers.15

The PolyCuPc oligomer was synthesized by the solution
method with a minor modification. The elastic modulus of
PolyCuPc is 2 GPa at room temperature.16 PANI was synthe-
sized using the conventional polymerization of aniline toa!Electronic mail: qxz1@psu.edu
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produce fine emeraldine hydrochloride conductive polymer
particulates.17 The PANI powder has an elastic modulus of
2.3 GPa at room temperature.17,18 The PU matrix is Dow
2103-80AE, which has an elastic modulus of 28 MPa. Com-
posite films of PolyCuPc and PANI within PU matrix were
prepared using the solution cast and then hot press method.
PU powder was dissolved in dimethylformamide and then a
proper amount of PolyCuPc and PANI powders were added
to the solution. After that, the solution was poured onto a
glass plate and dried. The typical film thickness was about 50
mm, which can be controlled by the hot press of the solution
cast composite films. To facilitate the discussion and com-
parison of the composites, the composition of the composites
is labeled asxPANI/yPolyCuPc/(1002y)PU, where the vol-
ume ratio of PolyCuPc/PU isy/(1002y) and x is the vol-
ume fraction of PANI in the composite.

The dielectric properties of the composites were charac-
terized by measuring the magnitude and the phase of the
current passing through the composite by a lock-in amplifier
~SRS, Model SR830 DSP! under a given ac voltage to obtain
the complex electric impedanceZ* 51/( j vC* ) from which
both the real partK8 of the dielectric constant and dielectric
loss can be determined. The elastic modulusY and mechani-
cal loss were determined using a commercial dynamic me-
chanical analyzer~TA Instruments, DMA2980!. The electric-
field-induced strain along the applied-field-direction

~longitudinal strain,S3) was measured using a cantilever-
based-sensor system. The strain signal was detected by a
photonic sensor~MTI2000!.

Presented in Fig. 1~a! is the dielectric constantK8 for the
composites with different volume fraction of the PANI as
well as PolyCuPc as a function of frequency measured at
room temperature. Compared with the pure PU matrix,
which has a dielectric constant of 8~at 1 Hz!, the dielectric
constant was raised to 41 in the 15PolyCuPc/85PU two-
component composite andK8 was further raised to 270 in
30PolyCuPc/70PU composite. However, when using the
two-component composite matrix 30PolyCuPc/70PC for the
percolative composites, it was found that the elastic modulus
of the three-component composite becomes quite high and
breakdown field is low. Therefore, in this study, the two-
component dielectric composite 15PolyCuPc/85PU was em-
ployed as the dielectric matrix for the percolative compos-
ites. As can be seen, the three-component dielectric-
percolative composite, 14PANI/15PolyCuPc/85PU, shows a
high dielectric constant of 800.

Summarizing the data in Fig. 1~a!, the real part of dielec-
tric constant at 1 Hz as a function of the volume fraction of
PANI in the dielectric composite matrix of 15PolyCuPc/
85PU, yields the data in Fig. 1~b!. Fitting the data in Fig.
1~b! to Eq. ~1! yields f c50.15, andq51.0. The value of the
critical exponentq is close toq50.9 predicted by the perco-

FIG. 1. ~a! Dielectric constantK8 as a function of frequency measured at
room temperature for the composites with different volume fraction of the
PolyCuPc and PANI. Curves from the bottom to top are
(xPANI/yPolyCuPc/(12y)PU): PU matrix, 0/15/85, 4.6/15/85, 9.3/15/85,
0/30/70, and 14/15/85. The data points are shown and solid curves are drawn
to guide eyes.~b! Evolution of K8 vs the PANI volume fraction,
~15PolyCuPc/85PU as the dielectric matrix!, measured at room temperature
and at 1 Hz. The continuous line represents the fitting to Eq.~1!. Inset shows
the dielectric loss of the composites vs the PANI volume fraction.

FIG. 2. ~a! Elastic modulus vs frequency measured at room temperature for
the composites. Curves from the bottom to top are (xPANI/yPolyCuPc/(1
2y)PU): PU matrix, 0/7.5/92.5, 0/15/85, 4.6/15/85, 9.3/15/85, 14/15/85,
and 0/30/70. The data points are shown and solid curves are drawn to guide
eyes.~b! The elastic modulus measured at 1 Hz of the composites vs the
total inclusion volume fraction~PolyCuPc and PANI! for the composites
~open triangles!. The solid line is drawn to guide eyes. And comparison with
the model results for the composites~curves with open circles and closed
triangles: HS upper and lower bounds; curve with crosses: SCS model
result!.
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lation theory for a three-dimensional percolative system.12,13

In the inset of Fig. 1~b!, the dielectric loss shows continuous
increase with PANI concentration which seems to be incon-
sistent with the prediction of percolation theory.12,13It can be
shown that this is caused by the inhomogeneity in the
composites.19 In a real composite, there exists small compo-
sition variation which can affect the imaginary part of the
dielectric constant quite significantly.13,15,19

The elastic modulus and mechanical loss for these com-
posites are presented in Fig. 2. Due to the high modulus of
the PolyCuPc and the conductive polymer PANI in compari-
son with the PU matrix the elastic modulus of the composites
increases with the filler concentration. To understand how the
PolyCuPc and PANI fillers affect the overall elastic behavior
of the composites, the measured effective elastic moduli are
compared with two well-known models. As shown in Fig.
2~b!, the experimental results lie in between the HS lower
and upper bounds and seem to be more consistent with the
SCS model result.20,21We note, however, that the SCS model
usually overestimates the modulus of two phase composites.
Thus, the fact that the measured moduli are higher than the
SCS estimates imply that the examined composite samples
probably exhibit overall anisotropy in their elastic behavior.

The field induced strain response for the composite was
characterized. Figure 3~a! presents the amplitude of the strain
responseS3A as a function of the applied field amplitudeEA .
Under a field of 20 V/mm, a high thickness strain of29.3%
can be obtained for the three-component dielectric-
percolative composite of 14PANI/15PolyCuPc/85PU, while
the pure PU has a20.82% strain and the two-component
composite dielectric matrix, 15PolyCuPc/85PU, has a
21.92% strain under the same field. Combining the strain
and the elastic modulus~91 MPa! for the composite yields
the elastic energy density of about 0.4 J/cm3 for the three-
component composite under an electric field of 20 V/mm. In
comparison with the PU matrix, the three-component
dielectric-percolative composite represents a ten times in-
crease in the strain response and more than three hundred
times increase in the elastic energy density. Compared with
the dielectric elastomers reported earlier and the fluoropoly-
mer based relaxor ferroelectric electrostrictive polymers, the
results reported here represent one order of magnitude reduc-
tion in the applied field to achieve the similar strain and
elastic energy density. Figure 3~b! shows the relationship be-
tween the strain amplitudeS3A and the square of the applied-
field amplitudeEA

2 for the sample of 14PANI/15PolyCuPc/
85PU. The solid line in the figure is fitting of the data to
equation S5BE2 which yields an electric field induced
strain coefficientB52.3310216 m2/V2.
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FIG. 3. ~a! The thickness strain amplitudeS3A as a function of the applied-
field amplitudeEA measured at room temperature for the composites. The
applied-field frequency is 1 Hz. Curves from the bottom to top are for the
samples (xPANI/yPolyCuPc/(12y)PU): PU matrix, 0/15/85, 4.6/15/85,
9.3/15/85, and 14/15/85. Data points are shown and curves are drawn to link
the data points.~b! Variation of the strain amplitudeS3A with the square of
the applied-field amplitudeEA

2 for the composite of 14PANI/15PolyCuPc/
85PU.
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